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»VRÜ/World Comparative Law« analyses developments in constitutional and public law in
states and regions outside Europe and North America (in what used be called the ‘Third World’)
as well as their regional and international integration. Founded in 1968 and inspired by the ide-
als of ‘decolonization’ and fair cooperation, the Journal also has a special interest in the entan-
glements between ‘Global South’ and ‘Global North’, including the presence of the ‘South in the
North’. Looking beyond the surface of globalization, ‘VRÜ/World Comparative Law’ promotes
scholarship that uncovers the particularities of legal configurations as well as their interdepen-
dencies in an interconnected world.
The journal seeks to publish theoretically and historically informed studies of law in context, but
is equally open to contributions from social sciences and from practitioners. It has a particular
interest in analyses that compare several legal orders but is equally attentive to studies in inter-
national law and its impact on Asia, Africa and Latin America as well as comparative interna-
tional law.
»VRÜ/World Comparative Law« addresses authors and readers on all world regions and aims to
serve as a forum of mutual exchange. It publishes research articles, shorter reports about cur-
rent events or conferences as well as book reviews.
All manuscripts undergo a double-blind peer-review. The journal is published quarterly and wel-
comes contributions in English, and exceptionally in German, Spanish and French.
Manuscripts may be submitted as an e-mail attachment and under the condition that they have
not been published elsewhere in any form. A short abstract and some details about the author
(both in English) should be added. We regret that no remuneration can be offered for publica-
tion. Contributions must be saved in a simple editable format (no PDF files please), i.e. without
automatic hyphenation, with a consistent font, and NO activated hyperlinks or other macros.
The length of an article should not exceed 10,000 words using 12 pt Times New Roman, line
space 1,5. Please refrain from using bold type or underlining in the text, italics only sparingly.
Footnotes (font 10 pt Times New Roman, line space single) should use tab after standard auto
number and keep to the following scheme, including typeface as indicated:
(a) books: author’s full name, title, place, year of publication, page number;
(b) journals: author’s full name, title, name of journal volume (year), page number; do not cite

the publishing company;
(c) book reviews: should contain a head-line citing author(s)/editor(s), full title of book (in bold

font), publishing company, place and year of publication, page numbers, price and ISBN-num-
ber.

Titles of works cited in languages using non-Latin script should be given in an established
transliteration, and a translation of the title should follow in [ ]. For detailed submission guide-
lines see our website: www.vrue.nomos.de
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